LONGVIEW CAN DO BETTER THAN DIRTY COAL

Add your voice to the thousands of local families calling to protect our communities from Millennium’s dirty coal terminal and disruptive coal trains.

Join us at the upcoming Public Hearing to express your concerns about coal.

WE DON’T NEED DISRUPTIVE COAL TRAINS HARMING OUR COMMUNITY
JOIN US AT THE PUBLIC HEARING ON COAL

- SAVE THE DATE -

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 from 4:00-8:00PM
Cowlitz Regional Conference Center
1900 7th Avenue, Longview, WA 98632

MAKE A DIFFERENCE: This could be our best shot at preventing 44 million metric tons of dirty coal coming through Longview every year. More coal trains would delay traffic and the coal terminal would spread toxic coal dust that makes our families sick. Coal exports is a boom and bust industry and a threat to existing jobs — a gamble too risky for Longview. We can do better.

To learn more about our campaign, contact Laura Stevens at (503) 238-0442 x305 laura.stevens@sierraclub.org, and visit http://www.PowerPastCoal.org
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power past coal
Longview Landowners & Citizens for a Safe Community

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, WA Department of Ecology, and Cowlitz County Commission,

I strongly oppose the construction of a coal export terminal at Longview, WA which would transport coal on trains and ships throughout the Northwest. This proposal would negatively affect my community by increasing congestion and noise with more coal trains and trucks, and spills, expanded strip mining in Wyoming and Montana, and escalate climate change. It would also damage aquatic ecosystems and fishing areas on the Columbia River, increase tanker traffic and the potential for shipping accidents and spills, expanded strip mining in Wyoming and Montana, and escalate climate change. I urge you to consider these impacts in the scope of the Environmental Impact Statement. Thank you.
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Please indicate if you wish to receive information about the Power Past Coal Campaign:

☐ I will attend the public hearing
☐ I can't attend the hearing, but please keep me informed.

By providing your information you will stay informed about the Power Past Coal Campaign. You can unsubscribe at any time.

- save the date -
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Cowlitz Regional Conference Center
1900 7th Avenue, Longview, WA 98632

GPT/BNSF Cluster Spur
Co-Lead Agencies
C/o Sierra Club
1821 SE Ankeny St.
Portland, OR 97214

Longview Landowners & Citizens for a Safe Community

Yes! I will attend the public hearing, but please keep me informed.

Make a difference. This could be our best shot at preventing 44 million metric tons of dirty coal coming through Longview every year. More coal trains would delay traffic and the coal terminal would spread toxic coal dust that makes our families sick. Coal exports is a boom and bust industry and a threat to existing jobs — a gamble too risky for Longview. We can do better.

To learn more about our campaign, contact Laura Stevens at (503) 238-0442 x305 laura.stevens@sierraclub.org, and visit http://www.PowerPastCoal.org
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